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Effect of mesoscopic relaxations on diffusion of Co adatoms on Cu„111…
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We demonstrate that mesoscopic relaxations in systems with low migration barriers significantly affect
atomic motion in the vicinity of adsorbed islands. Atomic-scale calculations for Co islands and steps on
Cu~111! reveal that adsorbate-induced strain in the substrate makes surface diffusion of Co adatom anisotropic.
As the adatom approaches the island side, the migration barrier exhibits strong oscillations. Large energy
barriers for the attachmnent of adatoms to islands are predicted by our calculations.
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Understanding film growth on the atomic level is critic
for developing advanced materials and devices. In the e
stage of growth stable and metastable islands are form1

Atomic diffusion in the vicinity of the islands governs the
size, shape, and density and finally the growth mode. E
after the deposition process surface diffusion can be deci
for the film morphology.2

At low island densities a two-dimensional random moti
of isolated adatoms or tracer diffusion3 takes place. When the
thermal energies are much smaller than the migration bar
i.e., kBT!Em , this process can be described in the fram
work of transition state theory~TST!.3 The corresponding
diffusion coefficient is given by Ref. 4.

D5
1

2d
n^ l 2&n0expH 2

Em

kBTJ , ~1!

where ^ l 2& is the mean square hop length,d is the dimen-
sionality of the motion (d52 at the surface!, n is the number
of equivalent hop directions@for fcc~111! n53], andn0 is
the attempt frequency or prefactor. Experimentally, para
etersEm andn0 are determined by analyzing the dependen
of island density on temperature and the deposition flux
the framework of mean-field nucleation theory~MFNT!.5

One of the key assumptions of the MFNT is that indire
interactions between adsorbates can be neglected. Re
theoretical6 and experimental7 studies revealed a comple
failure of this approach for systems with low migration ba
riers. Existence of long-range interaction between adato
affects nucleation in such systems and significantly modi
the predicted island densities.8 Direct experimental observa
tions prove that the interaction with steps9 and islands10 can
influence adatom motion. This interaction can have eit
electronic11,12 or elastic13 origin.

Recently we have demonstrated that the island shap
the initial stages of transition metal homo14 epitaxy and
heteroepitaxy15 is determined by the size-dependent mes
copic mismatch. We have shown that the strain relaxatio
Co islands on Cu~100! leads to stress oscillations during th
epitaxial growth with a period of one atomic layer.16 Atom-
istic simulations of Khalilet al.17 suggest that the reductio
of the strain energy can drive transition from single layer
bilayer Co growth on Cu~111! beyond a certain island size
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Still little attention has been paid so far to the elastic strain
substrate near islands and it’s role in atomic diffusion.

In this paper we demonstrate that the atomic motion n
islands on metal surfaces with a weak corrugation is dra
cally influenced by the mesoscopic relaxation of the islan
and substrate. As an example we present our results for
Co islands on Cu~111! which are model systems for struc
tural, electronic, and magnetic studies.18

Performing atomic scale calculations we reveal a stro
oscillation of adatom migration barrier near the Co islan
Anisotropy of adatom diffusion near the islands is foun
Our results show that the size-dependent mesoscopic
match between the Co islands and the Cu substrate m
the migration barrier which also depends on the size of
islands.

Atomic scale simulations are performed using theab
initio-based many-body potentials recently developed by
group.19 This approach is based on fitting of the potentials
accurate first-principle calculations of the surface and b
properties of Co and Cu.20 The potentials are formulated i
the second moment approximation of the tight bindi
theory~TB-SMA!. Parameters of the potentials were fitted
accurate first-principle results for Co clusters on Cu~001!, as
well as to the bulk properties of Co and Cu.19,20

To demonstrate the validity of the potentials for the C
Cu~111! system we present in Table I binding energies for
clusters on Cu~111! together with ourab initio calculations
performed by means of the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker~KKR!
Green’s function method for low-dimensional systems20

One can see that results obtained with our potentials ar
good agreement with theab initio calculations.

TABLE I. Binding energies~eV! of small Co clusters on
Cu~111! calculated using the KKR Green’s function method~ab
initio data! and the TB-SMA potential. Details of the calculation
and parameters of the potential are given in Refs. 19 and 20.

Configuration Ab initio data TB-SMA

Dimer 21.18 21.14
Triangle of three atoms 23.06 22.92
Chain of three atoms 22.23 22.13
Chain of four atoms 23.10 23.11
©2003 The American Physical Society11-1
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Atomic positions of clusters and the substrate atoms
determined in a fully relaxed geometry. The slab consists
eight layers with 1360 atoms in each layer. Two bottom la
ers are fixed and periodic boundary conditions are applie
the surface plane. Used interatomic potentials correctly
produce the basic experimental finding for the Co/Cu~111!
system—formation of three layer Co islands with one s
surface layer.21 They also account for different binding en
ergy of a ledge atom at Co steps of two possible types, t
explaining the triangular island form.22,23

First, we discuss the calculations of the migration barr
and prefactor for Co adatom on clean Cu~111! surface. Fig. 1
shows the schematic view of the fcc~111! surface with two
different types of adsorption sites corresponding to fcc a
hcp stacking sequences. The calculated energy differenc
tween the two sites for Co adatom is less than 1 meV w
fcc site being energetically more favorable. In the element
diffusion event the adatom transfers from fcc site to the ne
est hcp site~or vice versa! over a bridge formed by two Cu
atoms in the substrate~cf. Fig. 1!. The corresponding hop
ping barrier is found to beEm537 meV. To calculate the
value of prefactor we used the classical TST expression4

n05
n1n2n3

n18n28
. ~2!

Here$n1 ,n2 ,n3% and$n18 ,n28% are the vibrational frequencie
of the adatom in the equilibrium and transition~bridge! state,
respectively. The calculated prefactor value for Co adat
on Cu~111! is n052.331012 Hz. There is no distinguishabl
difference between the calculated parameters for the hop
from fcc to hcp site and from hcp to fcc.

In order to follow the experimental conditions we cons
ered the diffusion of Co adatom in the vicinity of Co adso
bates. According to the experimental observations22 adsorbed
Co islands exhibit triangular shapes with their edges alig

FIG. 1. Top view of the fcc~111! surface with two different
types of adsorption sites corresponding to the fcc and hcp stac
sequence. The atomic bridge forms a twofold metastable adsorp
site, which serves as a transition state for an elementary hop
process.
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along the close-packed̂11̄0& directions of the Cu substrate
The macroscopic misfit between Co and Cu, defined asm0
5(r Cu2r Co)/r Cu is about 2% (r Cu52.56 Å and r Co
52.51 Å are the first bond lengths in bulk Cu and Co!. How-
ever, mesoscopic Co islands on Cu~111! do not have the bulk
lattice spacing. Fig. 2 shows the calculated form of triangu
Co36 island. The average bond length in the island is 2.47
which is 3.4% smaller than Cu substrate. Strain relaxation
the island-substrate interface leads to deformation of both
island and the surface layers~cf. Fig. 2!. Due to reduced
interatomic distances in Co island compressive strain ex
in the surface covered by the island. On the other hand,
side the island border Cu substrate undergoes tensile st
Recent studies24–29 have shown that atomic motion o
strained and unstrained surfaces can be characterized by
ferent migration barriers. Consequently, the expectat
would be that migration barriers on Cu~111! surface are
modified in presence of Co islands.

In Fig. 3~a! we show schematically a sample diffusio
path of Co adatom towards Co island. Numbers denote
elementary hops of the adatom along the^21̄1̄& direction.
Energy barriers corresponding to the hops are plotted in

ng
on
ng

FIG. 2. Vertical displacements in Co36 island on Cu~111! and the

substrate under the island calculated across the^11̄0& direction;d is
the height above the surface level;d052.09 Å is the interlayer
distance in Cu~111!; r Cu52.56 Å is the bond length in Cu bulk.
1-2
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3~b! as a function of the adatom-island separation. As
adatom approaches the island side, the migration barrier
hibits strong oscillatory changes. In the close vicinity of t
island a direct attractive interaction with the adatom sets
As a result, the last three energy barriers do not follow
common trend@see hops N8–10 in Fig. 3~b!#. Hop N10 has
zero energy barrier and results in the attachment of at ada
to the island.

The deformation of the Cu~111! surface around Co island
is determined by the size-dependent mesoscopic mism
between the island and substrate. Thus, the barrier osc
tions should be different for different island sizes. In order
determine the role of the island size we considered the s
diffusion path near several triangular Co islands and near
step. The corresponding hopping barriers for Co adatom
plotted in Fig. 3~c!. Clearly the same behavior is seen but t
barrier oscillations become stronger for larger islands. In
limit of the step the amplitude of the oscillations is more th
two times larger than for the Co36 island. In the close vicinity

FIG. 3. ~a! Schematic view of Co36 island~white circles! and the
diffusion path of Co adatom. Numbers denote the hops of the a
tom. ~b! Plot of Co migration barrier near Co36 island.~c! Compari-
son of migration barriers for Co adatom near triangular Co isla
of different sizes and near Co step.
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of the step the barriers are strongly increased~upto 52 meV!
as compared to the value for an isolated adatom~37 meV!.

To understand these results we recall the recent calc
tions of adatom diffusion on strained surfaces.24,25,27–29The
general trend for transition metals is the increase of hopp
barrier with tensile strain.25 This conclusion is supported b
our calculations for the Co/Cu~111! system. Since outside th
island border Cu substrate undergoes tensile strain, the
ping barriers in this area are raised. The nonmonoto
changes of the barrier are determined by the anisotrop
substrate deformation near the island edge. According to
calculations maximal tensile strain in Cu substrate cor
sponds to the direction perpendicular to the island edge@di-
rection^2̄11& in Fig. 3~a!#. Consequently, Co adatom hop
this direction and have the largest energy barriers@see Fig.
3~b!, hops 2,4,6,8#. Strain in the direction along the islan
edge is slightly compressive@direction ^01̄1& in Fig. 3~a!#.
The corresponding hopping barriers are reduced@hops
1,3,5,7 in Fig. 3~b!#. As the island size grows, the amount
Co adatoms, which have lattice spacing of Cu bulk increa
This implies that the average bond length in substrate n
the island edge also increases. As a result, the hopping
riers near large islands turn to be higher than near small o
@cf. Fig. 3~c!#.

Finally, we considered triangular Co islands with differe
orientation and height, as well as those occupying the m
stable hcp adsorption sites. The behavior of Co migrat
barrier was qualitatively the same in all cases. As an exam
we show in Fig. 4 the barrier oscillations near a trilayer C
island with one subsurface layer. The amplitude of the os
lations is approximately two times larger compared to
single layer island of the same size.

Recently Bogicevicet al.30,31 have studied the effect o
adatom pair interaction on diffusion on~111! surfaces of Cu
and Ag using density functional theory~DFT!. For these sys-
tems separation and direction dependent energy barriers
reported. A similar result was obtained by Fichthorn a
Scheffler6 in the case of Ag adatoms on Pt~111!. It was
shown that a repulsive ring is formed about the adato
which can delay nucleation and drastically increase the
lands density. In these studies modifications of the migrat
barrier about the single adatoms were attributed mostly
adatom-adatom interaction of the electronic origin. Acco

a-

s

FIG. 4. Oscillations of the Co migration barrier near a thre
layer Co island with one subsurface layer. The island consists of
36, and 28 atoms in the consecutive layers.
1-3
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ing to other DFT calculations adatom-step interaction
Al ~111! is also mainly electronic.32 Elastic effects in all case
were found to play a minor role. However, recent expe
ments suggest that the magnitude of electronic interact
can be significantly overestimated by DFT calculations.33 On
the other hand, according to our results adsorbed islands
significantly strain the substrate and thus, odsorbed isla
stronger than adatoms can affect the migration barriers
the limit case of the step the barrier assumes values in
interval from 30 to 52 meV. The changes are therefore
large as 60% of the migration barrier itself. It still remai
unclear that how large the magnitude of electronic inter
tion between adatom and an island can be. Recently s
new steps were made to answer this question.34

Apart from the adatom migration barriers, kinetics of
land growth can also depend on the variation of adsorp
energy or prefactorn0 near the island.25,35,36However, in our
calculations Co adsorption energy in both fcc and hcp hol
sites on Cu~111! is affected to a very small extent by th
island-induced strain in the substrate. For Co36 island the
corresponding changes beyond the next-nearest-neig
adatom-island separations are in the range of (2.
60.001) eV. In contrast, the energy barrier oscillations, p
sented in Fig. 3 are entirely determined by the variation
the adatom energy in the bridge position. The so-called c
pensation effect35 from prefactorn0 is also not operative in
our case. The prefactors for hops 1–8 near Co36 island are in
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Raised migration barriers about adsorbed islands sho
be accounted for, when analyzing the island density dat
the Scanning Tunneling Microscope experiments. Apart fr
elastic interaction between adatom and island, a strong e
tronic interaction is expected.8 Both these types of interac
tions should lead to a repulsive barrier for adatom attachm
to islands and steps. We believe this can be the poss
reason for a discrepancy between the experimental migra
barrier value 190 meV reported in Ref. 37 for Co on Cu~111!
and that calculated in the present work.

In conclusion, we have shown that energy barriers
bridge hopping of Co adatom near adsorbed Co island
Cu~111! are significantly different from those on clean su
face. The island induces anisotropic strain in substrate wh
makes adatom motion parallel to the island side more p
erable than in the direction to the island. The strain origina
from existence of size-dependent mesoscopic mismatch
tween the island and substrate. This effect should be of g
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